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MENTALLY MINTED (MMTD) Meme Token is inspired by the conscious artistic
works of Ken Kammal. The culture of the project is to provide artistic value

between Tokenomics and Ken Kammal artistic works. 

This whitepaper outlines the key features, principles, and goals of the MENTALLY
MINTED (MMTD) Meme Token. 
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MENTALLY MINTED (MMTD) aims to tokenize
and combine the artistic value of Ken Kammal's
diverse creative works, including film, art, NFTs,
publishing, and more. The token enables
benefits, collection, and trading, deriving its
artistic value from the popularity and community
engagement around Ken Kammal's MENTALLY
MINTED meme and themes. As a meme token,
MENTALLY MINTED will be traded on multiple
exchanges, including initially on the Solana
Blockchain.

1. INTRODUCTION



Symbol: 
MMTD 

Initial Distribution:

A total of 50,000,000 MENTALLY MINTED
(MMTD) meme tokens will be distributed

through a transparent and equitable launch on
decentralized exchanges, facilitated by a

liquidity pool.

Each MENTALLY MINTED (MMTD) meme
token is representative of the artistic value of  
Ken Kammal's works, contributing to its rarity
and value.

Unique Token Representations:

(MMTD) Token will not be subject to any burn
mechanisms, ensuring a fixed supply to maintain
scarcity and value. The token has a fixed supply
of 88,888,888 and has no plans for additional

minting to ensure its long-term value.

NO Meme Token Burn | Fixed Supply:

MMTD Token holders will not possess voting
rights, ensuring that the spotlight remains on the
profound impact of Ken Kammal's artistic works
without community-driven decisions affecting the

core principles of the token.

No Voting Rights:

MENTALLY MINTED
(MMTD)

 88,888,888 
Total Supply:

MENTALLY MINTED (MMTD) is an SPL token built on Solana. The smart contract ensures secure,
transparent, and efficient transactions without the need for a central authority. No pre-sale or private
sale will be conducted to ensure equitable access for all holders.

Technology:

TOKENOMICS2.

Purpose:

MENTALLY MINTED (MMTD) is designed without governance features, preserving the core artistic
rights associated with the MENTALLY MINTED Meme Token and maintaining resistance to censorship. 

Meme Token



The vision of the MENTALLY MINTED meme token is to distinguish itself as a distinctive and
innovative meme token, offering not only benefits for token holders, but also delivering an
invaluable opportunity and experience through the artistic works of Ken Kammal. 

3. VISION

4. CUMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT MENTALLY MINTED (MMTD) meme token seeks to enhance
value through the following initiatives:

Early access to artistic works
Virtual Exhibitions
Charity Auctions
Limited Edition NFTs
Other initiatives

To prioritize community engagement, MENTALLY MINTED meme token employs various
channels such as social media, forums, and community events. Regular updates, AMAs, and
community contests on social media will be conducted to keep the community and token
holders informed and engaged.

SOCIAL MEDIA 5.

Maintaining a robust and dynamic social media presence is crucial to cultivating a global
community interested in Ken Kammal's artistic themes. MENTALLY MINTED meme token will
utilize giveaways, interactive content, and discussions to foster a lively online atmosphere.

By harnessing the synergy between the MENTALLY MINTED meme token and social media
marketing, the token aims to generate excitement surrounding Ken Kammal's artistic themes
and works. This strategy seeks to attract a broader audience intrigued by the unique aspects
of these themes and creations.

It's noteworthy that information about artistic projects, media appearances, licensing, and
other developments will be disseminated through various platforms, including the artist's
website (kenkammal.com), the MENTALLY MINTED meme token site (mentallyminted.io),
MENTALLY MINTED NFT site (mentallyminted.com), and social media channels. These
platforms collectively serve as valuable resources for news and information.



ROADMAP

Phase 1
MENTALLY MINTED (MMTD) meme token website launch and

unveiling.

 Token (launch) fairly without, fostering community inclusion.
Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

 Introduce exclusive NFT’s tied to Meme content for additional
value.

Release news of current projects, collaborations, and endeavors.

Phase 5
Embrace the enduring imprint as the MENTALLY MINTED Meme token weaves

and expands in artistic works. Navigate the uncharted territories of the
unknown as our token transcends, leaving an indelible mark on the ever-

evolving landscape of artistic autonomy.

6. 



7. INTERGRATIONS AND EXCHANGE

MENTALLY MINTED (MMTD) Meme Token will initial exchange on the Solana Blockchain and
will actively seek listings on reputable cryptocurrency exchanges, aiming to enhance liquidity
and accessibility for a wider audience.

CONCLUSION8.

MENTALLY MINTED Meme Token seeks to revolutionize the experience and sharing of
"The Artist" works in the digital era, enabling enthusiasts to own and trade tokens. By
blending blockchain technology with artistic brilliance, MENTALLY MINTED meme token
serves as a distinctive homage to the evolving legacy of Ken Kammal "The Artist." It
goes beyond being a mere representation of his works, aspiring to leave a lasting
impact at the intersection of art, technology, and autonomy.

This whitepaper is for artistic and entertainment purposes only and does not constitute
financial or investment advice. Users are encouraged to appreciate the beauty and
emergence of Ken Kammal’s artistic works and to conduct their own research on his
works.

DISCLAIMERi.


